
Stereochemistry & Reaction 

Mechanism



Exploring Chirality

What you already know

• Optical activity

• Centre of symmetry 

(COS)

• Practice questions

• Chiral carbon

• Projection formulae

• Wedge-dash Projection formulae

• Fischer projection formulae

• Rules for writing Fischer projection

formulae

• Wedge-dash into Fischer

• Sawhorse Projection Formula

• Sawhorse into Fischer

What you will learn



Chiral Carbon



sp3 hybrid carbon 

atom connected to

four different 

groups

Chiral Carbon

A molecule that contains just 

one chiral carbon atom is 

always chiral, and hence 

optically active.



* *

Chiral Carbon

* *



Identify the number of chiral carbons in the following 

molecule:

Solution
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Identify the number of chiral carbons in the following 

molecule:

Solution



1-ChloropentaneA 3-Chloro-2-methylpentaneB

Which of the following compound is not chiral?

1-Chloro-2-methylpentaneC 2-ChloropentaneD



1-Chloro-2-methylpentaneC

2-ChloropentaneD

Hence, option (a) is the correct answer.

1-ChloropentaneA

3-Chloro-2-methylpentaneB

Solution



A

Which of the following have asymmetric carbon atom?

B

C D



A

B

C

D

Hence, option (d) is the correct answer.

Solution



Out of the following, the alkene that exhibits optical

isomerism is:

2-Methyl-2-penteneA 3-Methyl-2-penteneB

4-Methyl-1-penteneC 3-Methyl-1-penteneD



2-Methyl-2-penteneA

3-Methyl-2-penteneB

4-Methyl-1-penteneC

3-Methyl-1-penteneD

Solution

Hence, option (d) is the correct answer.



Which of the following compounds are optically active?

A B

C +
D



A

B D

C +

Hence, option (a) and (b) are the correct answer.

Solution



The optically inactive compound from the following is: 

2-ChloropentaneA 2-ChloropropanalB

2-Chloro-2-methylbutaneC 2-ChlorobutaneD



2-ChloropentaneA

2-ChloropropanalB

2-Chloro-2-methylbutaneC

2-ChlorobutaneD

Solution

Hence, option (c) is the correct answer.



Projection Formulae 
in Optical Isomerism



Projection 

Formulae

in Optical 

Isomerism

Newman

Sawhorse

Fischer

Wedge dash

Projection Formulae



Wedge-Dash Projection Formulae

Here dash shows below the 

plane and wedge shows above 

the plane.



Wedge-Dash Projection Formulae



Fischer Projection

2D representation 

of a 3D molecule



The molecule is drawn in the form of a 

cross (+) with the chiral carbon at the 

intersection of the horizontal and vertical lines.
01

*

Rules for Writing Fischer Projection Formula



On the vertical line, the main chain is 

taken with the first carbon at the top.
02

Rules for Writing Fischer Projection Formula



The horizontal lines represent the bonds directed 

towards the viewer and the vertical lines

represent the bonds away from the viewer.
03

Rules for Writing Fischer Projection Formula



Rules for Writing Fischer Projection Formula



Wedge-Dash into Fischer

• Consider a compound with chiral carbon atom hence the compound is chiral or

optical active. It has a non superimposable mirror image.

• If the compound is C then its mirror image is C’.

• Since mirror image is non superimposable hence C’ is not same as C, hence C

and C’ are two different molecules. Since the molecular formula for both is same

hence they are optical isomers

• If one of them is dextrorotatory other must be levorotatory.

• the compounds which are related to each other as non superimposable mirror

image of each other are called enantiomers , they are special types of optical

isomers.



Odd

interchange

Optical 

isomers

Wedge-Dash into Fischer

NOTE:



Odd

interchange

Optical 

isomers



Even 

interchange

Identical

Wedge-Dash into Fischer

NOTE:

If we exchange any two 

groups we get the 

compound which is mirror 

image (non-

superimposable) of first

On further exchange of 

mirror image we get the 

original molecule.



Wedge-Dash into Fischer

Wedge-dash

formula
Fischer projection 

formula



Wedge-Dash into Fischer

Bonds which are drawn by continuous line is in the plane of paper ;

Step 1 : Draw the slant C-C bond in vertical position.

Step 2 : Rotate the C-C bond so that both of the continuous bond attached

with carbon appear on same side.

Step 3 : Draw the continuous bond as vertical line and the groups attached

with dotted bond on one side and groups attached on shaded bond another

side of vertical line.



Wedge-Dash into Fischer

Wedge-dash

formula
Fischer projection 

formula



COS cannot be 

observed in Fisher 

projection formula.

Wedge-Dash into Fischer

If POS is seen in Fischer, it can also be 

observed in the molecule.



Predict whether the following compound is chiral or achiral:

It is chiral. Since the given structure is in Fischer projection, in the above structure 

no POS is possible, so it is optically active.

Solution



Sawhorse Projection Formula

Staggered 

(Sawhorse)
Eclipsed

(Sawhorse)



Sawhorse Projection Formula

Staggered 

(Sawhorse)
Eclipsed

(Sawhorse)



Sawhorse into Fischer

Sawhorse

formula
Fischer projection 

formula

Only eclipsed form should be used to draw 

Fischer projection from sawhorse.



• In the above conversion first staggered form is converted in Fischer projection.

• Vertical bonds are represented by vertical line

and rest, bonds appear on left side are drawn on

left side in Fischer projection and bonds appear

on right side are drawn on right side in Fischer

projection.
Fischer projection 

formula



Sawhorse into Fischer

Sawhorse

formula
Fischer projection 

formula


